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A. General principles 

1. «Happy Day» is the title of a TV show (subsequently «Happy Day» show) from 
Schweizer Radio und Fernsehen (subsequently «SRF»), which offers anyone who 
has sent in a «Happy Day» instant ticket coupon the chance to win the main prize 
of CHF 1,000,000 cash, as well as other prizes including up to 9 (nine) instant 
prizes (cash and non-cash prizes, hereinafter collectively referred to as «instant 
win») and/or entry into the «Happymat» cash shower with the opportunity to win an 
additional cash sum. 

2. These Rules are supplementary to the document «General Terms of Participation 
for Printed Instant Ticket Products» issued by Swisslos Interkantonale 
Landeslotterie (subsequently «Swisslos») and apply exclusively to the «Happy 
Day» supplementary game played during «Happy Day» shows. If there are any 
conflicts between the document “General Terms of Participation for Printed Instant 
Ticket Products» issued by Swisslos and these Rules, the provisions stipulated in 
these Rules take precedence. 

3. The prizes distributed during the «Happy Day» supplementary game are part of the 
prize structures for the «Happy Day» lottery product. 

B. Entitlement to participate 

4. Only those Swisslos «Happy Day» instant ticket coupons which display the «Happy 
Day» winning print (subsequently ««Happy Day» instant ticket coupon») entitle 
players to participate in the «Happy Day» supplementary game. 

5. Players who wish to participate in the «Happy Day» supplementary game must fill 
in the corresponding «Happy Day» instant ticket coupon in a clearly legible fashion, 
providing at least their name, address, and telephone number (private landline or 
mobile phone number), and send it to the following address, ensuring sufficient 
postage: 

«Happy Day», P.O. Box, 8099 Zurich 

«Happy Day» instant ticket coupons which are sent without postage or with 
insufficient postage, or which have not been completed in accordance with the 
provisions set out in these Rules are excluded from taking part in the «Happy Day» 
supplementary game. If more than one natural person is entered as the sender on 
the instant ticket coupon, Swisslos considers the person whose name is listed first 
to be the representative of the group of persons and the individual entitled to 
receive any prize; any internal agreements among the persons listed on the instant 
ticket coupon are not affected. If two or more telephone numbers are entered on 
the instant ticket coupon, Swisslos will only use the mobile number, or in the case 
of two landline numbers the number which is listed first. 

6. A «Happy Day» instant ticket coupon is valid up to and including the broadcast of 
the television show of the same name on 30 April 2022. A «Happy Day» instant 
ticket coupon entitles a player to participate in the «Happy Day» supplementary 
game only once. Once players have participated, the instant ticket coupons are 
destroyed. The «Happy Day» instant ticket coupon is generally entered into the 
next «Happy Day» supplementary game that follows receipt of the instant ticket 
coupon at the address given in point 5. 
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C. Draws 

Art. 1  General and responsibility 

7. The «Happy Day» supplementary game has three rounds; the first round is divided 
into two phases and the third into three. In this context, the necessary draws and 
also the choice between an instant win and the chance to enter the «Happymat» 
cash shower as well as play for a cash sum in the «Happymat» cash shower take 
place in the TV studio as part of the «Happy Day» show. The first and second 
rounds of the «Happy Day» supplementary game both take place in one show and 
the third round takes place in the following show. Dates for the «Happy Day» shows 
are published by Swisslos and SRF; there are generally five shows per year.  The 
cooperation between Swisslos and SRF ends on 30 April 2022; the «Happy Day» 
supplementary game will thus only take place in two of the five shows planned for 
2022.  

8. Swisslos is responsible for holding the «Happy Day» supplementary game and in 
particular the draws. Moreover, all draws and also telephone calls with candidates 
are made under the supervision of a representative from the secretariat of the 
Swiss Gambling Supervisory Authority (Gespa) or a supervisor or supervising body 
entrusted by Gespa (subsequently «supervisor»). All decisions regarding a player's 
entitlement to participate in the supplementary game and also the holding of the 
draws are taken in agreement between the draw master responsible at Swisslos 
and the supervisor, with the latter being able to make the final decision. Decisions 
taken by the supervisor as well as draw results are final. 

Art. 2  The first round: the draw for 20 (twenty) «Happy Day» instant ticket coupons 
and determination of a maximum of 10 (ten) telephone candidates 

9. In the first phase of the first round, all of the «Happy Day» instant ticket coupons 
that were received in good order at the address given in point 5 and with enough 
time for Swisslos to carry out the preparations required for the draw are entered 
into the draw. 

10. The purpose of this draw is to find 20 (twenty) «Happy Day» instant ticket coupons 
for each «Happy Day» show along with their senders or representatives (in the 
case of several senders), which are then split into 10 candidates and 10 reserve 
candidates (subsequently «candidates from the first draw»). 

11. In the first round, the 20 (twenty) «Happy Day» instant ticket coupons are drawn 
under the supervision of the draw master responsible at Swisslos and with the help 
of the «Happymat» cash shower, as well as by hand from an appropriate container 
by a person authorized by Swisslos. 

The «Happymat» cash shower (specifically its ejection mechanism and instant 
ticket container) is filled in advance at random with «Happy Day» instant ticket 
coupons which are entitled to participate in accordance with point 9. Any surplus 
«Happy Day» instant ticket coupons are eliminated. Once the «Happymat» cash 
shower has been started, some of the «Happy Day» instant ticket coupons flying 
around fall into a container placed in the middle of the «Happymat» cash shower. 
Once the «Happymat» cash shower has been turned off, the container filled in this 
way is removed from the «Happymat» cash shower. Any «Happy Day» instant 
ticket coupons stuck to the outside of the container are removed by the draw 
master responsible at Swisslos while still in the «Happymat» cash shower and are 
not permitted in the subsequent draw. After that, the authorized person draws the 
20 «Happy Day» instant ticket coupons out of this container. 
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The «Happy Day» instant ticket coupons are placed in numbered containers 
following the order of the draw; the instant ticket coupon drawn first is placed in 
container 1, and the one drawn last is placed in container 20. The «Happy Day» 
instant ticket coupons drawn are checked by the Swisslos representative and the 
supervisor, with reference to the following criteria: 

• The authenticity of the «Happy Day» instant ticket coupon 

• «Happy Day» instant ticket coupons completed in accordance with the 
provisions of these Rules. 

If one of the above criteria is not fulfilled or if it is clear that a joke address has 
been provided, the instant ticket coupons are deemed void and retroactively 
eliminated from the draw process (not entitled to participate). Replacement draws 
are not held. 

12. If it is not possible to draw the 20 (twenty) «Happy Day» instant ticket coupons with 
the help of the «Happymat» cash shower in accordance with point 11, the instant 
ticket coupons are drawn by hand directly from the instant ticket container in the 
«Happymat» cash shower by a person authorized by Swisslos under the 
supervision of the draw master responsible at Swisslos. The instant ticket container 
is situated on one side of the «Happymat». As a general rule, it is not accessible 
and must be opened manually.  

13. In the second phase of the first round, candidates from the first draw are 
telephoned in the order in which the «Happy Day» instant ticket coupons were 
drawn until 10 (ten) candidates or their representatives (subsequently «telephone 
candidates») are successfully contacted. 

14. If a candidate from the first draw (or their representative in accordance with point 
16) is not contactable within the time frame defined in point 15, this candidate is 
automatically eliminated from the supplementary game. Another telephone 
candidate is chosen to take their place in accordance with point 13. Moreover, all 
remaining candidates from the first draw are eliminated as soon as the 10 (ten) 
telephone candidates in accordance with point 13 have been chosen. 

15. A candidate is deemed not contactable if 

• neither the candidate nor their representative in accordance with point 
16 answers the call on the phone number provided following a time 
frame determined and communicated before the show (at least 30 
seconds), counted as of the first ringing tone 

• the line is engaged 

• a telephone connection cannot be made, either because of technical 
reasons, an operating error or force majeure, or 

• the telephone connection is disconnected by the candidate or their 
representative before their name or that of their representative can be 
verified. 

The game is over for any candidate who cannot be contacted for the above 
reasons. 

16. If the telephone number provided by the sender (or representative in the case of 
several senders) on the «Happy Day» instant ticket coupon is not answered by the 
sender personally, the sender acknowledges that they will be legitimately 
represented by any other person who is contactable on the telephone number 
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provided on the evening of the «Happy Day» show, irrespective of their age, 
relationship to the candidate or any other factors. 

17. As soon as a candidate from the first draw has been contacted and established as 
one of the 10 (ten) telephone candidates in accordance with point 13, their name 
and address will be displayed on the show, irrespective of whether it is the 
candidate themselves or their representative (in accordance with point 16) who 
answers the telephone. If fewer than 10 (ten) candidates (or their representatives) 
out of the 20 (twenty) candidates from the first draw can be contacted, only the 
names of the candidates and telephone candidates who could be contacted are 
displayed and only these candidates are entitled to take part in the second and 
third rounds of the «Happy Day» supplementary game. A replacement draw is not 
held. 

Art. 3  The second round: the draw for CHF 1,000,000 

18. During the electronic draw held in the second round, verified draw software is used 
to draw the winner of CHF 1,000,000 from among the telephone candidates. The 
draw process and the draw result are displayed with the aid of a draw display 
(subsequently «millions wheel»). In addition, each telephone candidate is allocated 
one or more sectors of the millions wheel, with each telephone candidate being 
allocated the same number of sectors. The millions wheel is started manually by a 
person authorized by Swisslos; it begins to spin faster and faster. The same 
authorized person then manually starts the draw process; the wheel spins more 
and more slowly until it stops on a segment, showing the winner. The game thus 
ends for the winner of the one million francs from the electronic draw; the presenter 
of the «Happy Day» show contacts the winner, if possible, and congratulates them 
live on air. Qualification for the third round of the following «Happy Day» show 
lapses in the last «Happy Day» show of 30 April 2022, since the show on 30 April 
2022 marks the end of the cooperation between Swisslos and SRF. The maximum 
9 (nine) phone candidates in the show on 30 April 2022 will thus win an overall 
amount of CHF 15,000. 

19. If it is not possible for the draw to be made electronically using the verified draw 
software in accordance with point 18, the telephone candidates' instant ticket 
coupons are drawn straight from a container by a person authorized by Swisslos.  

Art. 4  The third round: choice of an instant win or the chance to enter the 
«Happymat» cash shower and the opportunity to play for a further cash sum 

20. Third round candidates are invited to the third round for the live broadcast of the 
relevant «Happy Day» show in the TV studio. Invitations are made in writing and 
sent, together with these Rules, to the addresses provided on the instant ticket 
coupons which were drawn.  

21. A third round candidate may instead send to the «Happy Day» show in the TV 
studio a responsible representative who is capable and able to communicate with 
the presenter of the «Happy Day» show in one of the three official languages 
(German, French or Italian) and to make decisions in accordance with point 24. 
The third round candidate must notify Swisslos of this decision in good time in 
accordance with the terms laid out in the invitation. If a third round candidate is 
underage or incapacitated, they must nominate a legal representative to represent 
them in the «Happy Day» show in the TV studio but may also participate in the 
show. Parents (father and/or mother) and legal guardians are considered legal 
representatives. If there are any doubts as to whether a legal proxy relationship 
exists, the relevant supporting documents must be produced in good time before 
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the respective show. Irrespective of whether a proxy relationship exists, the person 
entitled to any prize is always the person whose name is on the «Happy Day» 
instant ticket coupon which was drawn and never the proxy or legal representative. 
The actions and decisions taken by the proxy or legal representative are binding 
and are always considered to have been made with the consent of the actual third 
round candidate. 

22. The third round candidates (or their representatives) are registered before the 
show and their identity is checked by a Swisslos representative on the day of the 
show (identity check). If it is not possible for a third round candidate (or their 
representative) to prove their identity, they are excluded from participating in the 
third round. Third round candidates who do not report to the specified meeting point 
by the time stated on the invitation and who do not have a representative in 
accordance with these Rules are also excluded from participating in the third round. 

23. Each third round candidate (or their representative) present at the «Happy Day» 
show is allocated an illuminated stand. 

24. In the first phase of the third round, each third round candidate (or their 
representative) must choose between an instant win (non-cash prize or cash prize 
worth between CHF 5,000 and CHF 15,000) announced and displayed in advance 
and the chance to enter the «Happymat» cash shower with the opportunity to win 
an additional cash sum. The selection is made by pressing the corresponding 
button (subsequently «selection buzzer») on the illuminated stand allocated to the 
candidate. The decision on the selection must be made within the time frame set 
and communicated prior to the show (subsequently «decision period»). All third 
round candidates (or their representatives) make this decision during the same 
decision period; once a decision is made it is not final and may be reversed or 
changed until the end of the specified decision period. The third round candidates' 
decisions (or those of their representatives) are continuously displayed to the other 
third round candidates (or their representatives). Third round candidates who 
choose an instant win then win this prize and leave the competition at this point.  

25. If the selection between an instant win and the chance to enter the «Happymat» 
cash shower cannot be made with the selection buzzer, the selection is made using 
balls that can be placed on or under the illuminated stand by the third round 
candidates (or their representatives), or through another suitable selection method 
communicated in advance by Swisslos. Swisslos may extend the time period for 
deciding on this selection if need be. 

26. In the second phase of the third round, a game candidate is electronically drawn 
from among the third round candidates (or their representatives) who opted for the 
chance to enter the «Happymat» cash shower (subsequently «candidates for the 
«Happymat» cash shower») using verified draw software. 

27. The draw result is displayed with the aid of the illuminated stand allocated to the 
third round candidate (or their representative). The draw process is started 
manually; the illuminated stands of the candidates for the «Happymat» cash 
shower begin to flash one after the other at increasing speed. The draw is started 
manually by a person authorized by Swisslos; the illuminated stands start to flash 
more slowly until only that of one candidate for the «Happymat» cash shower lights 
up. This candidate for the «Happymat» cash shower is the game candidate and 
has won entry into the «Happymat» cash shower. 

28. If it is not possible for the draw to be made electronically using the verified draw 
software in accordance with point 27, the draw is instead done manually by the 
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draw master responsible at Swisslos via another draw process communicated by 
Swisslos. 

29. If all third round candidates (or their representatives) choose an instant win during 
a «Happy Day» show, a draw to enter the «Happymat» cash shower does not take 
place. 

30. In the third phase of the third round the game candidate has the opportunity to win 
a cash sum in the «Happymat» cash shower. The game candidate is thus equipped 
with a special container. The game candidate then gets into the «Happymat» cash 
shower; when the «Happymat» cash shower is turned on, bank notes fly around 
and the candidate tries to collect as many bank notes as possible in this special 
container. When the «Happymat» cash shower is turned off after a period of time 
set and communicated prior to the show, the game candidate leaves with the 
special container. The game candidate (or the person representing them who is 
entitled to the prize) gets to keep the sum of all of the bank notes that they collect 
in this special container during this time. 

31. A maximum of CHF 1,200,000 is available for filling the «Happymat» cash shower 
each calendar year (5 regular shows). 

32. If the «Happymat» cash shower game cannot go ahead during the show for 
technical or organizational reasons, the game candidate (or their representative) 
receives a further chance to take part in the «Happymat» cash shower game at the 
next opportunity (but not during the current show). 

33. Details regarding conduct in the instant ticket coupon draw machine converted into 
a cash shower, as well as the terms of filling the «Happymat» cash shower, are 
included in a special set of Rules issued by Swisslos and approved in advance by 
the Swiss Gambling Supervisory Authority  (Gespa) which are provided to the game 
candidate in good time before the third phase of the third round. 

D. Various provisions 

34. The player and/or third round candidate is solely responsible for correctly 
completing the «Happy Day» instant ticket coupon and/or their instructions 
regarding making decisions in accordance with point 24. They bear the risk in cases 
where neither they nor a representative are contactable by telephone (for factual 
or technical reasons), where they cannot be notified in good time of their invitation 
to participate in the third round, or where they (or their representative) do not show 
up for the «Happy Day» show for the third round. 

35. If logistically possible, each winner of the CHF one million in accordance with point 
18 will be visited and filmed by a team assigned by Swisslos after the «Happy Day» 
show. The relevant visual and audio recordings are transmitted to SRF for 
integration into the following «Happy Day» show. The winners of the CHF one 
million are also scheduled to attend the «Happy Day» show which follows their win 
and to be suitably involved in the first round draw process in accordance with point 
11, as well as press the start/stop button in the second round to activate the millions 
wheel and/or the draw process in accordance with point 18. Swisslos also reserves 
the right to send a team to visit and film the winners of the other prizes following 
the «Happy Day» show and to transmit the visual and audio recordings to SRF for 
integration into the following «Happy Day» show. 

36. By submitting the «Happy Day» instant ticket coupon to the address given in point 
5, the player accepts these Rules and the publicity associated with participation 
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and any possible prize, in particular that their name, address and visual and audio 
recordings (cf. points 17, 18, 27, 30 and 36) will be mentioned and integrated into 
the «Happy Day» show by SRF and also mentioned and published in other media. 
The same applies to the winner of the CHF one million with regard to their 
attendance at the «Happy Day» show following their win and/or the players (or their 
representatives) in the third round with regard to the publicity associated with the 
«Happy Day» show in the TV studio. 

Where the English, French or Italian version of these Rules deviates from the German 
version, the German version alone is binding. 

These Rules were approved by the Swiss Gambling Supervisory Authority (Gespa) 
and apply as of 22 October 2021. 

 


